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Legendary journalist and beloved TV host Alistair Cooke shares his life-long passion for golf in
this stunning collection of his best writing on the sport he loved most. On a fateful day in 1964,
Alistair Cooke was dragged into Van Cortland Park in New York City to play his first game of golf.
He was immediately hooked, and golf became his greatest passion, even though he called it ?a
method of self-torture, disguised as a game.” No one has written more brilliantly or more lovingly
about golf than he does here in this collection.Golf gathers together for the first time the best of
Cooke’s pieces on what he called ?the marvelous mania” and showcases the incomparable wit
and mischievous charm that made Cooke one of the greatest journalists and broadcasters of the
twentieth century. Languish in his prose as he describes Arnold Palmer playing in 102-degree
heat in San Antonio, dapper Gary Player winning the US Open at Creve Coeur, Missouri, and
Jack Nicklaus playing?and winning?almost everywhere. This is a book no golfer?pro or
amateur?should be without.
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most of all, he was a friend.Alistair Cooke was many things to many people because he was a
man of depth, who was at ease with the great, be they statesmen, politicians, entertainers or
sportsmen. Whatever the subject, Alistair’s broadcasting and writing were scrupulously honest.
His readers and listeners trusted him implicitly. They were also given fresh insight, for Cooke’s
was an analytical mind trained at Cambridge, Harvard and Yale. Yet everything was presented in
a fresh, lyrical manner, with enormous style. These were the gifts he brought to writing about one
of the enduring loves of his life, the game of golf.Athletes are often wary of journalists,
particularly those of today’s generation, but with Alistair you knew that what he wrote about you
was true and displayed uncanny understanding. He did not write to be sensational; he wrote to
tell it as it really was. Just as he held up a mirror for the American people to see themselves
unadorned in his political commentaries and to come to their own conclusions about events, so
it was with his sports writing – and his golf writing in particular. Alistair gave the reader an
extraordinary insight into what actually happened. It was almost as if he were not just reporting
on the events, but taking part in them too. Some of these tournaments I was fortunate to play in,
and one of the joys of reading these articles again has been to relive those moments through his
wonderful prose. It is as if they happened only yesterday!Perhaps one of the great joys to be
found in Alistair’s writings is his deep respect for one of my childhood heroes, Bob Jones – the
heralded amateur golfer after whom I patterned my early career. Cooke met a huge number of
famous people, yet he was able to write sincerely of Jones that he was ‘one of the three or four
finest human beings I have ever known’. No further proof is needed that Alistair, the ‘elegant
interpreter of America,’ was always spot on in his judgement.I hope you will find in this collection,
as I have, something to treasure!Editor’s NoteGolf was a passion Alistair Cooke acquired in late
middle age, at 55, but he made up for lost time by playing it well into his nineties and writing
about it with the zeal of a convert. If his outpourings about his favourite sport had any
overarching purpose, it was, as he put it ‘to deter some other intending addict’. The Marvellous
Mania was the title Alistair gave to his television history of golf, which was never broadcast (for
the full story see Nick Clarke’s superb biography (Arcade Publishing, 2000, pp. 385–9). The
phrase evokes the combined frustrations, delights and challenges of the great game, and is an
appropriate title for this collection too. Fun and Games with Alistair Cooke (1995) included some
of Alistair’s golf writings, together with pieces on other sports and entertainments. In bringing all
of his golf pieces together for this collection I have added previously uncollected essays and
golfing ‘Letters from America’ with the aim of producing the essential ‘Cooke on Golf’. The
publisher has added occasional footnotes to elucidate some golfing names and terms that might
prove arcane for the modern reader/golfer.For their help in preparing this book for press I would
like to thank: Susan Cooke-Kittredge and the Estate of Alistair Cooke for their support and
enthusiasm; Patti Yasek for her tireless energy and commitment to ensuring that the manuscript
was kept on track and correctly presented; Stuart Proffitt and Phillip Birch at Penguin, both
expert putters; Alex Rankin and Jennifer Richardson at the Alistair Cooke Collection, Howard
Gotlieb Archival Research Center at Boston University, for providing some of the lost essays;



Jerry Tarde, the editor in chief of Golf Digest for permission to include his recollections of AC,
and Tara Fucale of Golf Digest for her help in tracing other pieces; Martin Davis at The American
Golfer, Inc.; Frank D. ‘Sandy’ Tatum Jr; Tim Jollands and Val Rice for copyediting; and Michael
Parkinson for introducing me to Alistair Cooke back in 1975.In his note to the reader in Fun and
Games, Alistair wrote of his golfing essays: ‘They were written far apart in time but always in
grateful relief from the daily grind of a foreign correspondent, who lives in the jungle of politics
and who, during this whole period, worked in the menacing chill of the Cold War. For more than
fifty years, I can truly say that scarcely a day has gone by when I didn’t think about government,
its plethora of ailments and its depressing range of failed panaceas. In politics, nothing is ever
settle for keeps, nobody wins. In games, the problems are solved: somebody wins. Hence the
“isle of joy” offered by a sport in an ocean of anxieties. Down the years, I have found no haven
more therapeutic than an absorption first with fishing and, in later years, with playing golf and
watching tennis. I have come to feel a deep, unspoken pity for people who have no attachment
to a single sport, almost as sorry for them as I am for teetotallers.’Colin Webb, 20081History of
the Scottish Torture1973They have been playing golf for eight hundred years and nobody has
satisfactorily said why.For of all forms of exercise theoretically designed for recreation and
relaxation none can be so unerringly guaranteed to produce nervous exhaustion and despair
leading to severe mental illness and, in some cases, petulance. The consolation once offered by
a helpful caddie to a British prime minister that it was ‘only a game’ was enough to unloose a
torrent of obscenity that had never before passed the statesman’s lips. After an abominable
round, a man is known to have slit his wrists with a razor blade and, having bandaged them, to
stumble into the locker room and enquire of his partner: ‘What time tomorrow?’ Bing Crosby had
a friend who has been working on his game for forty years and who, when asked after a long
absence if he was playing much golf, moodily replied, ‘Just days.’Why should anyone persist in a
game whose aim, in Winston Churchill’s memorable definition, ‘is to hit a small ball into an even
smaller hole with weapons singularly ill-designed for the purpose’? Well, it has been going on for
so long that it is impossible to dismiss, like mah-jong or sex, as a passing fad. Bernard Shaw
once proclaimed that the propulsion of a ball across open country with a stick was ‘a typical
capitalist lunacy of upper-class Edwardian England’. As usual, he summarily dismissed all the
facts in the interests of a sentence with a lilt, for the lunatics so afflicted have remained a hardy
race since Roman times at the latest. Caesar’s legions instructed the barbarianBritons in
banging a leather ball stuffed with chicken feathers. That ball remained standard until 1845,
when an English clergyman who dabbled in Hindu mythology received a statue from India of the
god Vishnu wrapped in gutta-percha. The cult of Vishnu – incorporating as we all know the
notion of ‘uncountable incarnations’ with the tenth still missing! – is extremely taxing to a mind
brought up on the simplicities of the New Testament. And it may well be that the Rev. Dr Robert
Adams Patterson saw in the gutta-percha wrapping a saving expression of the grace of God. At
any rate, he made out of it the first gutta-percha golf ball and so became immortal. (The
opposing school of thought, which maintains that the packaged god was not Vishnu but Siva –



The Destroyer – is entitled to its opinion. That’s as far as we’re going to go just now with the
effect of Hinduism on the composition of golf balls.)Anyway, at some unrecorded point during
the 2,000-year dominance of ‘the feather’ (55 BC–AD1845) the Dutch banged a ball across a
frozen pond at an adjoining post. Since the game itself was called Het Kolven, all the Scotsmen
since Robert the Bruce cannot howl down the evidence that golf, in its essentials and its
terminology, was a Dutch invention. The Dutch pretty soon saw where it was leading (to paranoia
and the paralysis of their empire) and more or less abandoned it. By then the Scots had seized
on it and, no later than the fifteenth century, it posed a similar threat to the national defence,
causing ordinary citizens who should have been off at archery practice to spend all their spare
time trying to hit the damn thing straight. James II of Scotland was sufficiently alarmed at the
neglect of archery to put out, in 1457, a decree commanding that ‘golfe be utterly cryed down
and not to be used’. It was too late. James did not recognise what every other Scot knew in his
bones: that golf was just what the Scottish character had been searching for, for centuries.
Namely, a method of self-torture, disguised as a game, which would entrap irreligious youths
into the principles of what was to become known first as Calvinism and then, through het
kolvenism, as ‘golf’. The main tenets of this faith are that life isgrim and uncomfortable and that
human vanity cannot prevail. The emblem on the necktie reserved for the members of the Royal
and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews – the Vatican of golf – is of St Andrew himself bearing the
saltire cross on which, once he was captured at Patras, he was to be stretched before he was
crucified. Only the Scots would have thought of celebrating a national game with the figure of a
tortured saint. Yet, as anyone knows who has laboured for years to put together a serviceable
golf game and seen it collapse in a single afternoon, the symbol is apt. No experienced golfer
has ever suggested that St Andrew is a morbid choice as the patron saint of the game. He was a
realist moving towards a sticky end, and he triumphantly exemplified the golfer’s credo: that Man
should expect very little here below and strive to get it. If there is one generalisation that may be
applied to the inveterate golfer, it is that he is never an idealist. It is impossible to imagine Ibsen,
Dante, Shaw, Hitler or D. H. Lawrence sallying out on a Saturday afternoon to subject his ego so
publicly to the facts of life. Of all European nations, the Germans are the non-golfing champions.
The game is too much for their pride. For every game of golf is an open exhibition of
overweening ambition, courage deflated by stupidity, skill soured by a whiff of arrogance. It is
possible to fake a reasonable bridge game and to affect a modestly consistent skill at swimming,
billiards and, yes, tennis. Even a mediocre chess player can convey, with a little adroit
gamesmanship, that he was plotting a combination that didn’t quite come off. But every golfer,
no matter how impressively he has talked up, or talked down, his game beforehand, proclaims in
the simple act of standing to the ball – before he has even started to swing – that he is a 10
handicap or an incurable 25. It does not take a pro to recognise, after a hole or two, that A is a
fake and B is a duffer and C – goddammit! – is a golfer. (There are baffling exceptions. It is quite
clear from watching the swing of Doug Sanders* and the stunted finish of Arnold Palmer that
neither of them will ever be a golfer.)* Doug Sanders (b. 1933): American golfer, turned pro in



1957 and won twenty PGA tournaments.These humiliations are the essence of the game. They
derive from the fact that the human anatomy is exquisitely designed to do practically anything
but play golf. To get an elementary grasp of the game, a human must learn, by endless practice,
a continuous and subtle series of highly unnatural movements, involving about sixty-four
muscles, that result in a seemingly ‘natural’ swing, taking all of two seconds to begin and end.
Very few of us ever make it, and then not for long. No one makes it for ever. Jack Nicklaus, the
best golfer of our day, and perhaps of any day, is at this moment busy working on some puzzling
‘defect’ in his swing.Yet the figures on the national addiction to golf are almost as alarming as the
hard-drug statistics. When tennis was born, a century ago, the Scots had been at golf for five
hundred years at least. But there were no known American golfers. (It was tried out in New York,
South Carolina and Georgia at the end of the eighteenth century and given up as hopeless.)
Twenty years ago, there were calculated to be eight million hooked Americans; today, it is closer
to fourteen million.There must be good reasons. The usual ones given by golfers to non-golfers
are three:That the game, unlike tennis, squash, pinochle, chess, boccie* and practically every
other competitive joust, is not played on the same dull rectangle or board or in the identical pit or
alley the world over but is played across delightful varieties of open landscape. I should like very
much to maintain that all golfers are nature lovers. Unfortunately, while all golfers know the
difference between a bunker and a hole in the ground, legions of them cannot tell a cypress from
a Cypriot.That there is something tonic and bracing about the fact that you are totally
responsible for the fate of the little white ball and that you have only one chance of hitting it
correctly (there is no second serve, no third strike, no fourth down, etc.).That golf offers the
supreme challenge of playing, not against an opponent, but always and only against yourself.*
boccie: Italian game similar to bowls, but played with wooden balls on a long, narrow gravel-
covered court.The second and third reasons simply detail the objections, not the incentives, to
playing golf and powerfully confirm what I seem to have been saying all along, that no man in his
right mind would ever play golf. That is just the point. Nobody in his right mind does, no mature
adult with a grain of what the French call l’amour-propre, which has nothing to do with girls and
everything to do with self-respect. Right-minded men fish, grow petunias, run the PTA or the
White House. (The best thing about Eisenhower’s presidency was his Jeffersonian conviction
that there should be as little government and as much golf as possible.)So right at the start you
can be sure, wherever you wander to pick up a game, that there are certain noxious types you
will never have to meet. The proud, the self-regarding, the anxious. Anybody concerned for his
‘image’ gave up golf as soon as he saw that his partners, in a single round, had fathomed his
deep pretentiousness. Look at the membership board of any fashionable club and you will see
fashionable names, all right. But you will also notice that there is no handicap number against
their names. They are non-playing members, for the simple reason that they have no intention of
exhibiting, week in and week out, what their friends know anyway, that they are pompous asses.
Show me a man in a round of golf and I will give you a character analysis that makes Jeane
Dixon* look like – well, Jeane Dixon.* Jeane Dixon (1918–1997): American astrologer who



prophesied Kennedy’s assassination. She also, controversially, advised Nancy Reagan.The
main reason, I believe, for the lure of golf has to do with a unique brand of companionship
possible only to a psychological type that unites the little boy aching to be king with the sensible
adult who knows he’ll never make it. It is the companionship of communal, low-key debunking, a
willingness to invest three or four hours in proving to one and all the vanity of human wishes –
especially the vanity of your closest friends. ‘When a man laughs at his troubles,’ Mencken
wrote, ‘he loses a good many friends; they never forgive the loss of the prerogative.’ Mencken*
abominated golfers and did not know them. If he had, he would have discovered the only world-
wide secret society that revels in the mutual display of human frailty. By providing every man with
the visible proof that his partner is a failing show-off, golf reinforces one of the great joys of
friendship; it is all the more delicious for being secret, since the etiquette of golf requires that you
keep it to yourself.* H. L. Mencken (1880–1956): American journalist, political commentator and
literary critic.Don’t suppose, though, that golfers are a particular species of meanie. They are a
special kind of moral realist who nips the normal romantic and idealistic yearnings in the bud by
proving once or twice a week that life is unconquerable but endurable. For the golfer
compresses into a few hours all the emotions he spreads over the rest of his life: hope, envy,
betrayal, self-discipline, self-deceit, the Holy Grail in view, the Grail smartly whipped out of sight.
You’re away, partner.2Fun and Games at Blackpool1972I don’t know when I first became aware
that my mother’s morning battle with her bronchia was abnormal: that people do not usually bark
away like a pack of wolves on getting up in the morning. It was a frightening sound to strangers
but, being a small boy and therefore accepting almost everything about our family life as normal,
I took it for granted, just as I took for granted the endless dark mornings, the blanket of smog, the
slippery veil of mud on the streets, which only later did I discover were not typical of life on this
globe but only of life in Manchester.‘It was her cough that carried her off,’ my mother’s friends
would chant, with the peculiar cheerful grimness of Lancashire people. Happily, it took quite
some time. She bore it for eighty-six years. But it was her cough that first took us from Salford to
Blackpool. Towards the end of 1916, after a particularly harrowing bout, the doctor told us that
the Manchester climate was not meant for her (the implication that it was meant for anybody is
another interesting facet of Lancashire phlegm; and phlegm, I think, is the right word). He
solemnly announced that she should move to either of two places: to Blackpool or Egypt! Since
my father, a Methodist lay preacher and an artist in metal work (who fashioned the flagship that
serves as a weathervane atop the Town Hall), had gone into an aeroplane factory by way of
doing his wartime bit, Egypt was not on; or, as the politicians would say, it was not ‘a viable
option’.So we moved to Blackpool, in March 1917. And in spite of the War, and the fierce
rationing (also normal), and the dark nights, and the sight of every other housewife wearing
widow’s weeds, it was for me an entry into paradise. For Blackpool was a luxury granted only
once a year to the ordinary mortals of Lancashire. It was now to be my daily circus. Sand castles,
and the sea, and the Pleasure Beach, and laying down lines on the sands at night for catching
plaice, and ducking the high tides on the lower Promenade. A little later on, and in the crowded



summertime, there was a special Sunday evening pleasure, all the more intense for being at
once sinful and delayed. In those years, the Wesleyan Methodists held an overflow evening
service in the Grand Theatre. By then, I was old enough to be an usher and hymn-book
dispenser, a duty that relieved me from the compulsion to stay sitting through an interminable
sermon. It was possible to hang around in the foyer and not even hear the man droning on with
his promise of life eternal – for mill workers earning a pound a week. Such sociological ironies
never crossed my mind in those callow youthful years, but I’m pretty sure that the younger
bloods in the congregation were as impatient as I was for the blessed sound of the benediction,
which was like a starting gun that sent two or three of us out along the Promenade and towards
the sandhills (there were big rolling dunes then, both at the Squires Gate end and the North
Shore) where you could get an eyeful of the promenading, and sometimes reclining, birds.A
Freudian item occurs to me here that may explain my later affection for all games both indoor
and out. It was noticed by some concerned parson that as a small boy I played only with girls.
(After adolescence it was, of course, big girls.) So at some point, care was taken that I should
meet and play, for a change, with little boys. I took to marbles, then to flipping cigarette cards
against the pavement, and then, when we moved to Blackpool, to fishing and cricket on the
sands. And then to bagatelle. My father bought me a table for Christmas, a splendid thing of
mahogany and green baize that I would gladly buy back today at its no doubt ruinously inflated
price.After that, though notorious from an early age for my addiction to books, I never felt any
conflict between work and play. And so, in the course of time, and with my father’s
encouragement, I went on to play soccer, rugby, and cricket for the school; ping-pong,
badminton, squash, tennis, you name it. But, for a happy period, between I should say the ages
of eleven and fifteen, my particular mania was gymnastics. Next to the public library was the
town gymnasium, and, since I lived up the road, I came at a tender age under the sharp eye and
expert instruction of one H. Gregory, father of Alfred Gregory, the Alpinist. By the time I moved to
the secondary school, as it then was, I was pretty good on the horizontal and parallel bars and
had gone through the whole genteel gamut of country and folk dancing. During my years in the
second and third forms, I must have been an odious figure to the giants of the Sixth. We had at
the time a regular master who, until the sensible importation of H. Gregory himself, ‘took’ us at
gym. He knew a few Swedish exercises and what he could recall of the army’s routines. He was
chronically fatigued and was always making excuses to skip his sessions with the Sixth. So he
would get permission of the headmaster, a small bouncing figure of Roman imperiousness
named J. Turral, to fork me out of my class (any class) in order to take the Sixth at gym. It must
have been galling for those seventeen- and eighteen-year-olds, already sprouting the down of
the first moustache, to have to obey the hip-hup instructions of a twelve-year-old, who now
recalls with relish the mean pleasure of showing some hairy giant how to vault the pommel
horse, perform handstands and cartwheels, not to mention the hopeless attempts to give them
the elements of doing up-starts and ‘hocks off’ on the horizontal bar. I realised very much later
why, for a time, I came in for a delinquent’s share of ‘lines’ from the prefects, smarting under the



helpless giggles of their contemporaries every time they demonstrated their ineptitude at
climbing a rope or crashing from a handstand.Football anyone? It took quite a while to get
around to it, didn’t it? But then it took me quite a while too. I had picked up from Hal Gregory a
firm prejudice about the distinction between athletics and gymnastics. Athletics were for gorillas;
gymnastics appealed to a subtler breed that appreciated grace and timing. After I had spent long
Saturday afternoons at the gym, my father would come home from Bloomfield Road,* and pretty
soon I was converted by his ravings about the speed of little Mee, the walloping defensive tactics
of Tulloch, and the hair’s-breadth retrieves of Mingay. I began to skip Saturday afternoons at the
gym, except when we were in training with ‘the girls’ for the folk dancing division of the Lytham
Festival. Of all those enchantresses I recall only one, because she was a knock-out and was the
first girl to knock me flat.* Bloomfield Road was the home ground of Blackpool Football Club.So I
became, with my father, a regular Bloomfield Roader. Of that 1920 team, I remember only Mee
at outside-left, then Heathcote (who bore a surprising resemblance to Henry Edwards, the
reigning British silent-screen star), Barrass with his curls, and Benton. The name of Donnachie
has been suggested to me, but if he was there in my time he must have been on the injured list
throughout the season. I’m also informed that Blackpool had a goalkeeper, around this time, by
the name of Richardson. I am sorry to say he has left no impression on me. Mingay was the one,
alternately the hero and the butt of the Bloomfield Road crowd. He was a glum little man with
ping-pong-ball eyes, and lids as heavy as Sherlock Holmes got up as a Limehouse lascar. His
regular expression was one of gloomy contempt for the game and the crowd. No footballer I
remember, except possibly Harry Bedford, lurched so unpredictably, from one week to the next,
between brilliance and bathos. One Saturday he fumbled everything; the next he slithered,
darted, plunged, leapt, in a series of jagged but wonderful recoveries.Bedford, of the
permanently furrowed brow and the prison haircut, came to us, I guess, in 1921. He was, after
Cecil Parkin, my sporting hero. And I watched him till the dizzy day he played for England. After
that, the ‘regulars’ became hypercritical of him, as Lancashire people will of anybody who has
acquired an extra-local reputation and might begin to put on airs, which Bedford never did. I
don’t know if it’s true of Lancashire crowds in general but the Bloomfield Road mob never lost its
head over any idol. Either he was a ‘reet champion’ or he was ‘disgoostin’.I’m afraid my
memories of Blackpool football fade after that, along with my enthusiasm. I played for the
secondary school and cannot truthfully say I was crazy about standing between the goalposts
on witheringly dank afternoons. Then the inimitable J. Turral, who was a terrible snob but an
absolutely Dickensian original, decided that soccer was gross, fit only for cave dwellers. So the
school changed over to rugby, and I didn’t enjoy that much either, breaking my back and
weaning arthritis in the mud on other shivery Saturdays, as I heeled the ball out to Ken Jones or
Norman Hinton.When I went to Cambridge, I swore never to play football again, and I never did.
There was, astoundingly, no gymnasium at Cambridge, so for a brief spell I turned to long
jumping. I had the honour of jumping for Jesus (the college, not the Superstar) but, since sport
was no longer compulsory, I gave it up, what with the humid, steaming Fen country and the jolt to



the system of thudding your heels in the sand-pit twice a week.Years later, by the time I’d
become the New Yorker guide-in-residence to visiting Englishmen, I would incite them to watch
American football because it was, and is, such a fascinating combination of chess and armoured
warfare. But I always warned them that they might take understandable offence at the
nauseating American habit of using substitutes every time a man bruised an ankle; and the even
more odious custom of bounding to embrace each other after every touchdown. Well, two years
ago, I saw my first English soccer match in decades and, sure enough, the players had followed
the usual English procedure of first ridiculing an American fashion and then adopting and
exaggerating it. To watch any soccer player in the moment after he has socked the ball into the
net would give a man from Mars the impression that he was seeing a film clip of VE Day or the
arrival of Lindbergh at Le Bourget.Since my family died, I have not been back to Blackpool. But
on the last trips, I had a regular sensation, as the train wheeled around the coastline and the
Tower came into view, that I had never known in all the years I lived in Blackpool or travelled
there. In the interval between the Bloomfield Road days and my last few visits to my ageing
mother, I had taken up golf in the most maniacal way. Being still incapable of keeping books and
sport apart, I read everything I could find on the game. And now, some years later, I regard
myself as having earned a creditable Master’s degree in the history of golf. On the last visits,
when the train gave the lurch that takes it alongside the green undulations of Royal Lytham & St
Annes, I got up and dropped the window and peered out. This was the very place where Robert
Tyre Jones, the immortal one, and all the more immortal now that he is dead, fired his
devastating iron shot from a bunker or sandy swale on the seventeenth to win the British Open of
1926 and obliterate Al Watrous.* On that very day, I was four miles away, playing cricket amid the
yeasty odours of the abattoir that adjoined the Secondary School field. How dull, blind, and
insensitive can a boy be?!* Albert (Al) Watrous (1899–1983): American professional golfer who
played on the PGA Tour and the Senior PGA Tour. He was in the 1927 and 1929 Ryder Cup
team and was the club pro at Oakland Hills CC in Michigan for 37 years.3Goodbye, Mr
President,Hi There, Arnie!1968A friend of mine who has been, he tells me, a notable golf writer
for twenty years or so once made the mistake of putting himself down as ‘golf correspondent’ on
the routine immigration card you fill out when you enter France. He was immediately held for
questioning. There was nothing particularly sinister about his appearance (baggy suit, suede
shoes, a Royal & Ancient tie). It was simply that the French had never seen a ‘golf
correspondent’ before, and when it was explained to them that there are people who travel the
world in order to describe how many blows it takes a man to knock a little white ball into eighteen
gopher holes, they were curious to examine the mental processes of such a freak.Until only a
year or two ago, this would have been my reaction. I also shared H. L. Mencken’s view of golfers:
‘If I had my way, any man guilty of golf would be ineligible for any public office or trust in these
United States, and the females of the breed would be shipped off to the white-slave corrals of
the Argentine.’ But my lifelong purity was defiled in a single afternoon in late June 1964 when, at
the urging of a superficially decent Englishman, I was taken out with a bag of oddly shaped



sticks to fumble around Van Cortlandt Park, the oldest public course in or near New York, in 168
swipes. (I believe my record still stands.)Any self-respecting man would have stopped right
there. But I was, and am, the product of a Methodist upbringing. And while any normal sinner
can take or leave his vices, it is fatal to introduce a Methodist to a whiff of sin. He was trained on
many a Sunday afternoon to believe that one puff on a cigarette behind the barn is the certain
prescription for life in a sanatorium, that after a single sniff of a beer bottle he will desert his wife,
auction his children and expire in the gutters of the Bowery. Show him a lipstick ad and he is
ready for every perversion in the Kraft-Ebbing and Andy Warhol catalogues. It takes a practised
sinner to practise moderation. The good boy should avoid the first drop.The narcotics experts
define a true narcotic as one that produces a recurring chemical cycle of desire. Well, sir, it took
only a trembling week or two for the Van Cortlandt Itch to seize me again. Knowing full well that I
was doing wrong, I was yet led out like a zombie by the same specious Englishman (my
connection, I guess you could call him) to buy a set of clubs. Once more I floundered and lashed
around a course. Then I made a fatal decision. If I was going to become an addict, I would find
me some Timothy Leary who could teach me how to regulate the trips. I had ‘picked up’ tennis
as a boy, and wasn’t bad and wasn’t good either. At the age of twenty-seven, I took three lessons
from Suzanne Lenglen’s pro and abandoned the game for ever. I had learned enough to confirm
my suspicion that the ‘natural’ way of playing a game is the worst way. All fine gamesmen learn
to do the unnatural thing in a natural way. God knows, no movement in the whole of golf was
inspired by nature, as the professionals’ chronic bursas, ripped trapezius muscles and twisted
sacroiliacs will testify. So a month to the day of my first lapse, I phoned the golf club nearest to
my house at the end of Long Island. I enquired if they had a pro. They had. I fixed a fix for the
following day at ten o’clock. I appeared. A small blond barrel of a man, crowding seventy, took
me out to a bit of pasture. ‘What,’ he said, ‘seems to be the trouble?’‘No trouble,’ I said, ‘except
I’d like to know which end you hit with.’(This, I was later to learn, was not so idiotic as it sounds.
Most of the best players hit with the top of the shaft. Phil Galvano recommends using the wrist
watch. Judge ‘Ike’ Handy dispenses with the club altogether; once he has swung it back he
leaves the clubhead ‘up there’ and swings his hands. To tell the truth, my own most successful
rounds have been played without clubs, ball or course. I find I can retain the most reliable, and
often superb, control by simply lying down, closing both eyes and keeping the head very still on
a pillow.)The small blond barrel gave me a short, sharp look, realised that I was newly hooked
and no joker, and said: ‘All right, then, take out a 7-iron and let’s see what happens.’ We have
been seeing what happens ever since. By wonderful good luck, the blond barrel turned out to be
George Heron, who started at the age of eleven making clubs for Vardon, who for thirty-eight
years was the Meadowbrook pro, and who has often been summoned in time of need to the
bedside of the giants of the game. He is now retired, happily four miles from where I live. Under
his patient care, I have become in the space of three years as fine an example as I have seen of
the fairway spastic, that is to say a man who in practice hits effortless shots of heartbreaking
beauty which then evade him from the first tee to the nineteenth, where mysteriously the beauty



and the skill reappear again. Anyway, I did sneak up to Van Cortlandt last fall and precisely
halved the original record. And next season is going to be quite different.My only qualification for
writing about the marvellous mania is, therefore, that I have been majoring in golf for over three
years and may be in time to deter some other intending addict. I have been a foreign
correspondent for thirty years, but for the past three years shelves of books on diplomacy, the
corn–hog ratio, the CIA and Ronald Reagan have been shovelled into a closet to make way for
the sturdy American eagles that enclose the works of Hogan, Hagen, Snead, Galvano, Jenkins,
Boros, Price and Wind, Cotton, Boomer, Handy, Armour, Longhurst, Darwin, Jones and Jones.
Ward-Thomas and Dante (Jim, that is) are in there too, even though they don’t scan.Because I
am a journalist, I naturally fell in with the cagey breed of golf writers, who have never done a lick
of work in their lives but amble around the countryside sneering at Snead and picking Cotton
apart. It was through two of the most engaging of these bounders that I was led off the practice
tee and into the strange world of golf, where the Anglo-Saxon still reigns supreme, where 18th-
century servants known as ‘caddies’ defer to their masters, where never is heard a discouraging
word about such trifles as Vietnam, or the coming doomsday of the cities, and where the
journalist is a tolerated bum. But not, it seems, in England. There the ‘golf correspondent’s’
relation to the emperors of the game is not unlike that of Mr Watson to Sherlock Holmes or
Rasputin to Nicholas the Second.I was fortunate to be introduced to the English game by Pat
Ward-Thomas, the Guardian’s man, who gave me my first glimpse of a tournament anywhere at
the Piccadilly [World Match Play at Wentworth] in 1966 (Chapter 17). My first glimpse of Heaven
was at Augusta last April, when Herbert Warren Wind* played St Peter.* Herbert Warren Wind,
the only writer to win the USGA’s Bob Jones Award, died in 2005, aged 88. He contributed to the
New Yorker and Sports Illustrated and also wrote fourteen books.It was during the memorable
week of the last Masters that I learned in an evening how much more awesome was the world of
golf than the world of politics. One morning Ward-Thomas terrified me by saying, in the most off-
hand way, that he had arranged an evening date with his pal Arnold Palmer. For this ordeal, I
discarded the roguish Stinchfield slacks I had bought in Palm Beach and the camel’s hair
cardigan from the Burlington Arcade. I bathed for half an hour, like a pilgrim preparing himself for
Mecca. I laid out the black suit, the pearly white shirt with the Kent collar and the New Delhi
Tiger Club tie which I normally reserve for evenings at Baden-Baden or Roseland. When I was
fully costumed and shaking slightly I joined Ward-Thomas in the car.‘Good God, man!’ he
croaked, ‘what are you got up like that for?’‘We are going to visit the Palmers, aren’t we?’‘One
would think,’ he mocked, ‘you were going to see the President of the United States.’‘The
President!’ I screamed, ‘if I were off to see old Elbie Jay, I’d more likely be dressed like you.’Ward-
Thomas was himself in the British sports writer’s invariable party costume of voluminous soup-
stained slacks, a blue shirt (which serves as sports shirt by day, pyjama top by night) and a
threadbare sports coat impressed with decaying hound’s teeth. This is not a careless outfit; it is a
rather cunning ploy used by Englishmen who are running a little short on invitations. It invokes
instant sympathy in warm-hearted Americans and a rush of drinks and offers to convalesce in



country houses. It is thus a kind of portable prop.It is not true that I would appear at the White
House in anything so sordid or calculated. But the Roosevelts, Trumans, Churchills,
Eisenhowers, Kennedys and Johnsons had been the pros of my working life for a quarter of a
century and I had been with them all on occasions so informal, or desperate, that lending a
clean shirt to a campaign-weary Kennedy, sharing a six-passenger spare rib at the ole ranch,
helping Stevenson out of a cowboy’s outfit at the Merced County fair were the normal hazards of
my trade. I don’t remember dolling up for an hour with Nehru and as a matter of fact I made a
point of dressing as much like Ward-Thomas as possible, to indicate contempt, on a visit to
Hitler in the Braunhaus. ‘But Palmer . . .’ I said. What sort of an oaf did the oafish Ward-Thomas
think I was?He got lost in the dark boulevards of night-time Augusta, and I half-hoped he would
miss the house. I did not feel up to this peasant’s intrusion on the Emperor. However, we found
the house. Palmer was dressed in an American variation of Ward-Thomas, and he had in one or
two of his court. They all could have passed for unemployed gas-station attendants. But the
great man never faltered. He took me in without a hint that I was a social pariah. I might have
been ‘family’ late for Thanksgiving. Mrs Palmer was as gracious as Mrs Coolidge receiving the
Tibetan ambassador. Next year, I felt, with a few more strokes off my handicap, I could relax into
at least non-matching coat and pants.
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rbritt1, “A must for young folks starting the game, and anyone else interested in Golf History.
Having an Uncle who is the oldest living winner of the Master’s at age 97, this is a fascinating
book on the history of Golf! Alistair Cooke a riveting writer... makes it all so interesting.”

Neil Excell, “worth a read. Amusing anecdotes from a legendary broadcaster.”

MR J., “Highly recommended.. A marvelously entertaining and humorous series of essays in
Alastair Cooke's inimitable style. Highly recommended.”
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